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The officially licensed Corvette Stingray: The Mid-Engine Revolution chronicles the full development story behind Chevrolet's re-imagined sports car
with an engaging, detailed text and photography from GM's archives and Corvette team members. Corvette is Chevrolet's iconic performance car. Its
importance to the brand cannot be overstated. Thus each new generation is sweated by Chevy's designers, engineers, marketing staff, and executives to
ensure that it sets the bar higher than the preceding version. With the eighth generation, Chevrolet has done more than raise the bar or move the
goalpost--they've torn down the stadium and started from scratch. For the first time ever in a production version, the new Corvette features a midengine configuration. Though Corvette engineers have experimented with this engine placement over the past several decades, 2020 marks the first time GM
has committed it to production cars. Corvette already had prodigious power on tap, but its front-engine configuration put some limitations on its
handling and traction. The new mid-engine Corvette eliminates any final performance barriers and takes the battle to supercar rivals like Ferrari,
Lamborghini, and McLaren. It's the story every Corvette fan needs to read.
The inside story behind the legendary automobile chronicles its development from drawing board to production vehicle, offering additional insight into
the inner workings of the U.S. automotive industry. Reprint.
p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Arial} When the first Corvette was introduced to the public through the travelling caravan known as
Motorama, everyone knew there was something special about it. Each subsequent model continued to strengthen that position. But how do you upgrade
America's favorite sports car? Make it a special edition! Special edition Corvettes are the tip of the spear when it comes to the American auto
manufacturers special models. Luminous cars such as the 1967 L88 convertible, 1969 aluminum block ZL1, and 2015 Z06 #001 have all commanded a million
dollars or more. Modern dealer-tuned cars from Lingenfelter, Calloway, and Hennessey have carried the tradition of making a great Corvette even better.
Extremely low mileage on 1978 Pace Cars indicate that people have thought of these cars as investments for nearly 40 years. Keith Cornett of
Corvetteblogger.com compiles a murderer’s row of special-edition Corvettes in this first-ever compilation on the subject. This book is an encyclopedia
of information, as you will learn about some of the rarest Corvettes on the planet. It will serve as a guide if you're looking to add one of these
special machines to your collection. Everything you’ve ever wanted to learn about collectible Corvettes is in Corvette Special Editions.
The Corvette Black Book, 1953-2006
The 50 Year Development History as Told by Dave McLellan, Corvette's Chief Engineer, 1975-1992
The Mid-Engine Revolution
The Corvette Black Book, 1953-1978
The Genuine Corvette Black Book, 1953-1984

The perfect companion volume for the dedicated Corvette fan. Every shred of noteworthy Corvette data including options, colors, stats, facts, history, prices, codes, serial
numbers and more. An indispensible reference!
Race Down Memory Lane with a Nostalgic Collection of History and Trivia About the Heart of America's Classic Cars-The Chevrolet Corvette! If you are a classic cars fan, this
book will be a perfect addition to your collection... Corvettes have been a staple of American vehicles and society, from rare models to the most commonly issued and everything
in between. First created in 1953, Corvette has been a symbol of freedom, youth, and speed, especially during the 1960s when these cars were the "it" car. Within these pages,
you will find the most exclusive collection of history and facts. Corvettes have been featured in songs, movies, and TV shows, furthering their importance in American culture.
Competitive, racy, daring, and intriguing-these little-known facts and trivia questions are sure to put even the most fanatic of car lover's knowledge to the test. You will get a taste
of the real history from purchase rates, to specialized features, models and popular car make colors, CEOs and famous races, this book has a little everything to put your skills to
the test! So, what are you waiting for? Scroll up, click on "Buy Now with 1-Click," and Get Your Copy Today!
With almost 250,000 units sold, C5s are now becoming more affordable with the introduction of the C6. This is great news for enthusiasts who wish to build and modify them.
High-Performance C5 Corvette Builder’s Guide shows you how to upgrade your Corvette’s engine, from basic bolt-ons to serious engine modifications. There are also chapters
on tweaking your suspension, drivetrain, brakes, and wheels and tires. Also included are tables, charts, color pictures, and step-by-step build-ups and how-to sequences to
explain how to correctly modify your C5 for drag racing, road racing, autocross, or simply to heads turn on cruise nights.
The Genuine Corvette Black Book, 1953-1990
The Seventh Generation of America's Sports Car
The Complete Book of Corvette
Corvette Black
Corvette Stingray
Winner of the 2013 Motor Press Guild's prestigious Dean Batchelor Award for Best Automotive Journalism across all categories of
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video/film, books, articles and photography, this book tells the fascinating inside story behind the creation of the 1963 Corvette
Sting Ray as told by the last remaining GM Designer who was part of its design.
After engineers and designers left nothing untouched in the 2014 Corvette, the first model of the icon's seventh generation, the
big news for 2015 is the rebirth of the Z06 model. Supercharged with horsepower north of 600 and, for the first time in a modern
Z06, a removable roof panel, it is the most track-capable Corvette in history. The 2015 Corvette Black Book summarizes the Z06''s
features, covers 2015's other new offerings, and wraps up 2014 production with interim changes and production counts for models,
options and colors. Tough act to follow The first Corvette Black Book was published in 1978. Two years later a new edition added
1979 and 1980. A bigger edition came along in 1984 and updated books continued each year through 1990. In 1992, the book was
rewritten cover to cover and resized to cram in 40% more data. New editions were published each year through 1999. In 2000, height
and page count increased. Page count increased again in 2003 as more material was added. In 2011, the height of the book increased
to a full ten inches. The beauty of the Corvette Black Book lies, like the car itself, in its evolution. These are pocket-sized
marvels with thousands of Corvette facts, options and option codes, exterior and interior colors and codes, production figures,
serial numbers for body, engine, and component parts, original "window sticker" prices, and a compilation of the details that make
each model unique. By categorizing all this in a precise year-to-year format, the Corvette Black Book puts phenomenal expertise at
your fingertips. And the latest 1953-2015 edition is the best yet. Improved yet again The 2011 Corvette Black Book was resized by
adding nearly an inch to its height, the fourth such height increase in the book's lifespan. Extra space permitted more data for
most models yearsâ??more engine numbers and color data for startersâ??and also realigned type spacing for easier reading. The 2015
edition builds on the new format. In the Corvette Black Book, production quantities always trail by one year. So in addition to
2015 introductory info, the 2015 edition includes 2014 quantities and running production changes. It's all part of an endless
effort to maintain the Corvette Black Book's reputation for detail and accuracy. Not only does it have the information you want,
the book is designed so you can find what you're looking for quickly. Authenticity No one's perfect, but after three plus decades
of attention to detail, the Corvette Black Book has become the enthusiast's bible. Next time you visit a top quality Corvette
restoration shop, see if there isn't a you-know-what lying around. Notice which book is stuffed into enthusiasts' pockets at
Corvette events around the world. It is Mike Antonick's Corvette Black Book from Michael Bruce Associates. Period.
Provides details on the history, designs, production figures, and technical specifications of the models of the Corvette
automobile
All Corvettes Are Red
Corvette Special Editions
Corvette Black Book, 1953-2005
Camaro White Book
Corvette Black Book, 1953-1997
Provides information about Corvettes in a useful, interesting, and readily accessible format.
2004 marks the introduction of the 6th-generation Corvette as a 2005 model. As with any new-generation Corvette, anticipation is rampant. C6
represents an important departure from C5 both in terms of exterior and interior styling and chassis dynamics. It features a revamped platform (to
be shared with the new Cadillac XLR roadster), fixed headlights (for the first time since 1962) and an edgier, more compact body. This GM-licensed
book takes the enthusiast on an illustrated tour of how C6 developed from the drawing board to the production line.- Officially Licensed by GM- Full
development details and technical specifications- First-person stories from key Corvette engineers and designers.
The bestselling Corvette fact book is designed to help Corvette owners and enthusiasts understand and enjoy their cars by presenting production
figures by color, options, engine data, block and head numbers, month of production for specific cars, and more. The "Corvette Black Book" also
includes fascinating historical notes that give each year's production a unique place in the history of the Corvette. 45 illustrations.
Corvette Black Book, 1953-2018
Corvette Black Book: 1953--2007
Chevy Corvette Trivia Book
1953-1996
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Every Model Since 1953
Engineers and designers left nothing untouched in the 2014 Corvette, the first model of the icon’s seventh generation. From its aluminum frame, 450-hp
V8, carbon fiber panels, air management system over, under and through the body, seven-speed manual...well, there’s a lot to cover and the new Corvette
Black Book presents 2014 data in the clear, concise, accurate and easy-to-read style that has made it the best-selling Corvette title ever. The book
also wraps up sixth-generation 2013 coverage with production quantity stats for models, colors and options. The 2013 was both the last of the sixthgeneration, and the Corvette’s 60th year, dual milestones honored with special commemorative models including the Z06-powered 427 Convertible, the
fastest rag top in Corvette history. Bowling Green Assembly terminated 2013 model production months earlier than usual to allow time for the substantial
rework required prior to 2014 startup. Does 2013’s end-of-an-era status and low volumes equate to 1967 all over again? Time will tell, but in the
meantime, the Corvette Black Book summarizes the data for your enjoyment and planning.
During its more than 50-year history, the Corvette has developed into much more than an automotive nameplate—it has become one of the world’s most
recognized automobiles. How the Chevrolet Corvette came to be one of the most popular sports cars in the world—and the longest-running automotive
nameplate in Chevrolet history—is a rich and compelling story that combines politics, passion, performance, design, and popular culture. This uniquely
sleek and sexy American car has become a worldwide icon much like the Coca-Cola symbol, McDonald’s arches, or Marilyn Monroe. It is a symbol of freedom,
speed, power, and fun. Corvette: America’s Sports Car—Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow, documents the genesis and evolution of this treasured American icon
through many never-before-published photographs from the archives of General Motors as well as a comprehensive story drawn from exclusive interviews
with the risk-taking engineers and designers who defied conventional thinking to create this uniquely American automobile. Corvette: America’s Sports
Car—Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow celebrates America’s beloved sports car in a stylishly handsome volume, with a custom cover design in Corvette red
proudly bearing a sixth-generation Corvette crossed-flags hood emblem.
Corvette Black Book is the perfect companion volume for the dedicated Corvette fan. Every shred of Corvette notable data resides in these pages
including options, colors, stats, facts, history, prices, codes, and more. An indispensible reference!
The Genuine Corvette Black Book, 1953-1987
50 Years of Corvette Racing, 1953-2003
High-Performance C5 Corvette Builder's Guide
Corvette C6
The Genuine Corvette Black Book, 1953-2016
The Complete Book of Corvette covers every production model and every year of Chevrolet's legendary performance car. Every Z06 and ZR-1, racers, prototypes, Indy pace cars--they're all here, including the
stunning mid-engine 2020 Corvette Stingray. Every model year is presented with an insightful text, technical specifications, and beautiful photography culled from the author's own images and GM's photographic
archives. With more than sixty years of production under its belt, the Corvette remains a world-class sports car offering a fascinating development story and a stellar competition record. The Complete Book of
Corvette covers all eight generations, from the first six-cylinder model in 1953 to the all-conquering L88 of the 1960s to 21st century ZR1 and Z06 to today's tour de force mid-engine Stingray--the ultimate
expression of Chevrolet's and Zora Arkus Duntov's vision. Prototypes, racers, one-offs, and specialty packages also get their due as do the designers and engineers behind the iconic Corvette. It's all here in the
ultimate reference for all Corvette enthusiasts.
With 50-plus years under its belt, Chevrolet's Corvette is one of the world's longest continually produced sports cars. Six generations of cars have produced a dizzying variety of combinations, from the original
Stovebolt-6-powered version to big-block 60s bruisers to today's sophisticated C6 road rocket. Corvette Black Book is the perfect companion volume for the dedicated Corvette fan. Every shred of Corvette data of
note resides in these pages including options, colors, stats, facts, history, prices, codes, serial numbers and more. An indispensible reference!
With 50-plus years under its belt, Chevrolet's Corvette is one of the world's longest continually produced sports cars in existence. Six generations of cars have produced a dizzying variety of combinations, from the
original Stovebolt-6 powered version to big-block 60s bruisers to today's sophisticated road rocket. Corvette Black Book is the perfect companion volume for the dedicated Corvette fan. Every shred of Corvette data
of note resides in these pages including options, colors, stats, facts, history, prices, codes, serial numbers and more. An indispensible reference!
Camaro White Book, 1967-1997
Corvette Black Book
America's Sports Car : Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow
1953 To Present
Corvette

For the Corvette enthusiast, there is no greater source of speculation, pent-up excitement, and anticipation than the pending introduction of
a new-generation 'Vette. Since unveiling the original American sports car in 1953, GM has upped the ante with each successive model and along
the way, the Corvette has evolved from 6-cylinder boulevard cruiser to street racer to Le Mans winner to world-class sports car. Sixty years
of constant refinement have ensured that the next-generation Corvette will give its global competitors a strong run for their money. For the
making of Corvette Stingray: The Seventh Generation of America's Sports Car, GM granted author Larry Edsall exclusive access to engineers,
designers, and other Corvette team members, as well as its own photographic archives, to create the complete inside story of this top-notch
sports car. The seventh-generation Corvette (C7) again raises the bar, not only for outright performance but also for performance-for-dollar.
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Capable of running with - and in many cases outclassing - the likes of Ferrari, Porsche, Audi, and other European legends, Chevy's newest
Corvette delivers the goods with a new look and even more performance technology. With more than 300 historical and behind-the-scenes
photographs that take you as close to the car as you can get without sitting behind the wheel, Corvette Stingray is a must-own book for any
serious gearhead--whether you're a long-time 'Vette junkie, a sports car devotee, or simply an admirer of beautiful machines.
With over 50 years under its belt, Chevrolet's Corvette is one of the world's longest continually produced sports cars in existence. This
volume is a companion for the dedicated Corvette fan. It contains every shred of Corvette data including options, colors, stats, facts,
history, prices, codes and more.
First introduced in 1985, this fifth edition of the Camaro White Book has been updated and expanded to include all Camaros from the first
1967s to the last models built in 2002. It includes thousands of Camaro facts, window-sticker prices, options and option codes, exterior and
interior colors and codes, production volumes, and compilations of those little details that make each model unique. Presented in a precise,
year-to-year format, this book puts real expertise at the fingertips of Camaro enthusiasts. This latest Camaro White Book has increased from
128 to 160 pages and is nearly an inch taller, yet retains a convenient back-pocket or glove box size.
Includes Pace Cars, L88s, Callaways, Lingenfelters, Z06s, and More
Steve Magnante's 1001 Corvette Facts
Since 1978, the Genuine Corvette Black Book
The Corvette Black Book, 1953-1992
Corvette Sting Ray
The Chevrolet Corvette's transformation over 60 years of production is examined by automotive fact authority Steve Magnante in this latest volume of
CarTech's popular 1001 Facts series. Changes have been numerous, from the original Motorama cars turned into production cars, to the beautiful and
popular mid-year cars, to the rakish lines of the Sting Ray designs, through the revolution turned evolution of the C4 through C7 models. Magnante
covers them all here, generation by generation. Corvette fans of any generation are sure to love this collection. Magnante is well known for his
encyclopedia-like knowledge of automotive facts. The details he regularly shares on the pages of national magazines, as a contributing host and tech
expert at the popular Barrett-Jackson Auctions on television, and as the primary host of Motor Trend's Junkyard Gold show are those that car fanatics
love to hear. Many feel that these facts are among the highlights of television auction coverage, much more interesting than other aspects of the
auction. Whether you're an avid fan of all Corvettes, a trivia buff who wants to stump your friends, or you have a particular affinity for a certain era
of Corvettes, this book is an informative and entertaining collection of facts from one of the industry's most beloved and respected sources.
Celebrations begin this year to mark the 50th Anniversary of the Chevrolet Corvette. There's no one more qualified than Dave McLellan to reflect upon
the remarkable endurance of this legendary American icon. Dave McLellan belongs to a select group by having been the second of only three Corvette Chief
Engineers to date. He is also the very first Corvette Chief Engineer to sit down and write his view of the incredible story of America's foremost sports
car.In Corvette from the Inside Dave McLellan talks about his years at the center of Corvette Engineering, his take on Corvette history and many of the
details that have made the Corvette a perennial favorite with millions of Americans. As McLellan describes the incredible highs and lows in the life of
the Corvette, he also paints the bigger picture of the American auto industry's ability to rebuild itself whenever its survival is threatened.McLellan
uses every tool at his disposal to tell his story, including original sketches and charts drawn by him exclusively for this book, scores of archival
photos from GM, photos from his personal collection, and of course his own first-hand memories of 32 years at General Motors. Whether you're interested
in the Corvette from an engineering perspective or simply a fan of the celebrated sports car, you'll want to own a copy of Dave McLellan's Corvette from
the Inside.
First published in 1978, the 2003 edition marks the 25th anniversary of the Corvette Black Book, coinciding nicely with the Corvette's 50th anniversary.
This new edition increases in page count to 160 with expanded glossary and chronology, plus new sections including a Corvette-key-date tabulation.
Detailed data for Corvette's 2003 model is included, of course, plus production quantities and updates for 2002 and earlier models. (1953-2002 edition
0-933534-49-3)
Corvette Black Book, 1953-1993
Genesis of an American Icon
Corvette Black Book, 1953-1995
Corvette Thunder
Corvette from the Inside
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